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All information and prices contained in this prospectus
were correct at time of printing. Animation College
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policies as deemed necessary.
*The programme is approved by the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority under the provisions of the
Education Act 1989, and Animation College New Zealand
Limited is accredited to teach it.
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Welcome to Animation College
Since 1989, Animation College has built an
internationally recognised reputation as New Zealand’s
character animation specialist. We offer highly sought
after animation qualifications with a personalised focus
on each and every international student. Academic
learning and the development of each student is guided
by qualified members of staff who are highly committed
to helping our international students achieve success.
We have created support strategies and learner
pathways that cater for the different skills and
abilities of individual students, maximising their
opportunities to achieve their educational and
employment goals.
At our Auckland CBD based campus, we ensure that a
welcoming and nurturing environment balances and
supports our rigorous academic programmes. We
utilise a variety of monitoring mechanisms to ensure
that the quality of our programmes is maintained at
the highest international standards.
In order for our international graduates to utilise their
qualifications, we actively seek input from our key
stakeholders, especially prospective employers. We
promote and support international students to move
forward in their careers through internships, an active
external relations office, post-qualification job
placement assistance and an active alumni network.
Leaving home to study is a huge decision and we are
here to support you in this life-changing journey. I
wish you well with your decision-making and look
forward to welcoming you to Animation College.

Matthew Cooke
Dean – Animation College
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ANIMATION COLLEGE
Animation College was
established in 1989, by former
Disney animator, John Ewing and
design studio owner, Barry
Pearce. Since then Animation
College has built a strong
reputation as New Zealand’s
character animation
specialists.

Animation College is the only college in New
Zealand to offer degree and diploma level
courses specializing in 2D & 3D character
animation.
Learn skills to breathe life into characters
and tell stories that inspire, influence and
entertain. These are the skills that makes
our graduates unique and in demand locally
and internationally across a wide range of
mediums and technologies.

WHY STUDY AT ANIMATION COLLEGE?
1. LEARN TRUE CHARACTER
ANIMATION:
Animation College specialises in true
character animation. We have more than 20
years' experience in animation education,
more than any other educational institution
in New Zealand or Australia. The skills you’ll
learn here will help you open doors to a
creative career anywhere in the world.

2. OUR INDUSTRY CONNECTIONS:
We stay in very close contact with the
animation industry, so not only are we up to
speed with the latest animation trends and
technologies, we’re constantly talking to
the people and businesses that could be
your employer one day.

3. OUR CURRICULUM:
All our courses emphasise true character
animation. No matter whether you choose to
specialise in 2D or 3D, the principles of
great animation remain the same. At
Animation College you’ll learn how to create
characters that convey real emotions, mimic
life, evoke empathy in the viewer. You’ll also
learn to tell stories that inspire, influence
and entertain. Once learnt, you’ll have those
skills for life and will find that they are
transferable to any software, medium, or
technology you will encounter in the
industry today or in years to come.

4. SOUGHT-AFTER GRADUATES:
The skill-based learning at Animation
College makes our graduates unique and in
demand locally and internationally across a
wide range of disciplines, including:
animation, illustration, design, gaming,
advertising, film and graphic novels or comic
books. If you have a passion for animation,
you’ll love the challenges and opportunities
we can offer to expand your creative
potential.

5. WE ARE CATEGORY ONE
PROVIDER:
Animation College is committed to excellent
outcomes and operates under systems that
meet national and international quality
standards. We consult with the animation
industry on a regular basis and are
governed by the New Zealand Qualifications
Authority (NZQA).
We are evaluated and reviewed by the New
Zealand Qualifications Authority. Animation
College has received a Category One
evaluation – the highest grade possible.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
Studying character animation can open up a wide range of career options. The skills learnt at
Animation College have allowed our students to not only work in a wide range of animation roles,
but also in a variety of creative fields that utilise the same skills.
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After studying with us, you may find your niche in any of these careers:
5

ANIMATOR

ILLUSTRATOR

STORYBOARD ARTIST

CONCEPT ARTIST

RIGGER

COMIC BOOK ARTIST

3D MODELLER

CHARACTER DESIGNER

LAYOUT ARTIST

PRE-VISUALISATION ARTIST

MATTE PAINTER

AND MORE

Below are just some of the studios in New Zealand and abroad that have employed Animation
College students:
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DIPLOMA IN APPLIED ANIMATION – 2D
DURATION

2 YEARS

LEVEL

LEVEL 6

CREDITS

240 (NZQA ACCREDITED)

METHOD

FULL TIME

START DATE

FEBRUARY AND JULY

2D animation is a traditional
hand-drawn craft, based on the
practice developed by Walt
Disney. It focuses on drawing
techniques and anatomy
knowledge. Stages of movements
are analysed and broken down
into storytelling drawings
(more commonly known as ‘keys’
and ‘breaks’). Drawings are then
filmed in sequence, set to
dialogue or music and
composited using specialised
software to produce fluid
animation and bring characters
to life.
Animation College use Adobe Flash and
After Effects to bring digital 2D animation to
life. Adobe Flash is often relied upon for
freelance animation, web and televisionquality animation. Students learn multiple
approaches to 2D digital animation
including; straight ahead digital animation
(paperless 2D), puppetry animation and
hybrid forms of 2D animation.

YEAR ONE:
The first year of tuition concentrates on
animal and human life drawing, character
design, and an introduction to the 12
principles of animation through animation
exercises. Students gain a thorough
understanding of physical motion, weight
and balance, and the different properties of
texture and form. Students are also
introduced to digital software such as
Adobe Flash and Adobe Photoshop. The
course also gives a background in technical
and production knowledge, legal
requirements, and animation history.

YEAR TWO:
The second year focuses primarily on key
animation, analysis and layout. Students
gain a thorough knowledge of timing,
posing, animation with dialogue, and scene
planning. Students continue to develop
their lifedrawing skills and also continue
with preproduction techniques such as
character design, storyboarding and layout.
Students build on post-production skills,
colouring and compositing using After
Effects software.
Year two students also study acting
throughout the year. This helps them to
better understand the delivery of dialogue,
facial expressions and body language. As
an animator you are essentially an actor –
your performance comes through in your
animation.

Visit our website: www.animationcollege.co.nz
Our website contains more up to date information about this qualification including the entry
criteria for international students, the courses you will be studying and the application process.
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DIPLOMA IN APPLIED ANIMATION – 3D
DURATION

2 YEARS

LEVEL

LEVEL 6

CREDITS

240 (NZQA ACCREDITED)

METHOD

FULL TIME

START DATE

FEBRUARY AND JULY

3D animation (or computer
generated imagery) uses threedimensional computer models to
animate characters by
combining several styles of
animation; these include 2D
techniques of keys and breaks,
the stop motion process of
sculpting a character as a
model, and the puppeteer
control system of articulated
points of movement. These are
more commonly known as key
framing, modelling and rigging.
Other 3D techniques such as texturing and
lighting allow 3D animators to skin and light
their character or create backgrounds that
simulate real life environments. Students
adopt these methods using Autodesk Maya
as their principle software, but also learn
Adobe Photoshop.
The techniques learned can be applied in TV
advertising, TV series production, visual fx
for film, AAA gaming for PC, Xbox and
PlayStation, virtual reality, architecture
modelling and 3D visualisation.

YEAR ONE:
Using the latest software, students
concentrate on the principles of animation
and are taught to consider weight, timing
and mass, while combining 3D techniques
such as: design, modelling, lighting,
texturing, rigging and animating, in addition
to camera work concept art and
compositing.
Additionally, students concentrate on
developing their human and animal life
drawing skills, character design and basic
drawing skills. This takes place both in
class and on field trips. There are also
theory lessons on technical and production
knowledge, legal requirements (copyright
law) and the history of animation (both
locally and globally).

YEAR TWO:
3D animation builds on the techniques
learnt during the first year. Students gain a
thorough knowledge of moving holds, walks,
runs, jumps, leaps and advanced character
rigging, texturing, and modelling. In
addition, students learn to draw
storyboards and work with modern editing
and compositing software so they have the
knowledge and professional skills required
completing a full production.

Visit our website: www.animationcollege.co.nz
Our website contains more up to date information about this qualification including the entry
criteria for international students, the courses you will be studying and the application process.
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DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL MEDIA
DURATION

1 YEAR

LEVEL

LEVEL 7

CREDITS

120 (NZQA ACCREDITED)

METHOD

FULL TIME

START DATE

FEBRUARY AND JULY

The Diploma in Digital Media
(DDM) is an intensive one year
course of study designed to
refine student’s fundamental
skills and develop knowledge
gained in the previous two years.
Each year we contact industry partners for
an industry brief. This might be a project
that the studio is currently working on or
has worked on in the past, for example, a
television commercial, series, film or video
game. Students work directly with studio
directors to produce industry-standard
animation. In previous years we have
worked with Flux Animation, Oktobor
Animation, Games Lab, Yukfoo and
Animation Director Kenny Roy from Arconyx.
These projects give you the opportunity to
sharpen your skills in a simulated studio
environment, under the guidance of current
industry professionals, and to have your work
showcased in the public domain while studying.
This course is largely self-directed and you
will be expected to manage your time and
workload efficiently. This pace is demanding,
replicating the pressures and deadlines of
working-life in the industry. This helps you
to hit the ground running when you launch
your animation career the following year!
The main focus, as always, is on producing
top quality character animation and
performance.

Visit our website: www.animationcollege.co.nz
Our website contains more up to date information about this qualification including the entry
criteria for international students, the courses you will be studying and the application process.
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BACHELOR OF ANIMATION
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DURATION

3 YEARS

CREDITS FOR DEGREE

360 CREDITS (NZQA ACCREDITED AT LEVEL 7)

CREDITS FOR HONOURS

480 CREDITS (NZQA ACCREDITED AT LEVEL 8)

METHOD

FULL TIME

START DATE

FEBRUARY AND JULY

Animation College’s Bachelor of
Animation is a three-year
course, with an option to go on
to a fourth, Honours Year. The
degree gives you everything you
need to enter the animation
industry as a specialist in any
of the three majors:

•

•

Story and Character
Graduates of the Character and Story
major will be able to apply theories of
narrative, drama, character
performance, animation and postproduction to lead the design of story,
and animate characters that establish
the aesthetic and narrative frameworks
of a film, show or game.

•

World-Building and Visual Effects
Graduates of the World-Building and
Visual Effects major will be able to
apply theories of art and design, film,
fashion, set design and architecture to
develop immersive worlds and effects
that communicate the visual essence
of a film, show or game.

The first two years are devoted to giving
you a thorough grounding in all disciplines,
so that you can work effectively with other
specialists in studio teams, or as a
generalist. The third and fourth years let
you dig deeper into your chosen field to
develop expertise. Fourth year also has you
working on original, large-scale stories and
interactive concepts, and collaborating with
commercial studios and business
entrepreneurs on innovative projects.

Interactive Media and Games
Graduates of the Interactive Media and
Games major will be able to apply key
theories from both the Character and
Story and World-Building and Visual
Effects, and show understanding of
interactivity, programming and asset
optimisation to develop engaging and
immersive interactive media and
animations for games.

What sets Animation College qualifications
apart is our focus on teaching storytelling
and animation principles to evoke emotion
and engage audiences. This gives our
students opportunities to develop their
creative abilities, understand animation at
the deepest level, and work with writers and
entrepreneurs to create original and
compelling commercial products.

Visit our website: www.animationcollege.co.nz
Our website contains more up to date information about this qualification including the entry
criteria for international students, the courses you will be studying and the application process.
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BACHELOR PATHWAYS

CORE
LEARNING
YEAR 1
& YEAR 2

MAJORS

HONOUR’S
YEAR

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

Story and
character
In the first two
years learning
soft skills,
character
design, 2D,
3D animation,
colaborations,
individual
work.

Postgraduate
study
Passion
project

World-building
and visual
effects

Interactive
media
and games

Incubator

CAREER
Enter industry

Start a
business
/ take a
creative role
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I enjoyed the environment at
Animation College, especially when it
came to discussing our individual
projects, you can bounce ideas off
the other students. The student
feedback and opinions expressed
often result in better decision making.
I learned the importance of a good
story, and going through the right
steps. From the initial idea, to a solid
script, storyboarding and editing. You
need to do all the steps in a relative
order to come out with a finished and
successful piece of work.

Craig Young
3D DDM Graduate
Animator/Previs Artist
Weta Digital

Learning to animate
traditionally at Animation
College has provided me
with an understanding and
appreciation of the subject
I wouldn’t have achieved
anywhere else. In this
industry I’ve found that
a sound understanding
of the core principles of
character animation are
highly sought after, no
matter what medium you
work in. I don’t believe
I’d be animating digitally
today if I hadn’t spent my
time honing my skill set
traditionally.

Shannon Fahey
2D DDM Graduate
Animator
Flux Animation
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ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
CODE OF PRACTICE
Animation College and AMES has agreed to
observe and be bound by the Code of
Practice for the Pastoral Care of
International Students published by the
Ministry of Education. Copies of the Code
are available on request from these
institutions or from the New Zealand
Ministry of Education website at
www.minedu.govt.nz

STUDENT VISAS
International students are required to have
a Student Visa to be able to study at the
institutes for longer than three months. If
you bring your spouse/partner and/or
children with you to New Zealand, they will
need their own visitor’s visa.
For full details of immigration
requirements, advice on your right to
employment in New Zealand while
studying, and reporting requirements,
please visit the Immigration New Zealand
website at www.immigration.govt.nz

WORK RIGHTS
Under certain conditions you are able to
work part-time (up to 20 hours per week)
during the academic year or full-time
(during scheduled institutions vacations).
On completion of your degree or diploma you
may apply for a 12-month Post Study Work
Visa (open) to allow you to look for work. If
you find employment you can apply for a
Post-Study Work Visa (employer assisted)
which allows you to gain work experience
for two years. As special conditions can
apply, please visit the Immigration New
Zealand website at www.immigration.govt.nz

ELIGIBILITY FOR HEALTH SERVICES
Most international students are not entitled
to publicly-funded health services while in
New Zealand. If you receive medical
treatment during your visit, you may be
liable for the full costs of that treatment.

Full details on entitlements to publiclyfunded services are available through the
Ministry of Health, and can be viewed at
www.moh.govt.nz

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
The Accident Compensation Corporation
(ACC) provides accident insurance for all
New Zealand citizens, residents, and
temporary visitors to New Zealand, but
you may still be liable for all other medical
and related costs. Further information can
be viewed on the ACC website at
www.acc.co.nz

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL INSURANCE
It is compulsory for international students
to have comprehensive medical and travel
insurance while studying in New Zealand.
Enrolment at Animation College and AMES is
conditional on showing evidence of
comprehensive medical and travel cover.
You can also purchase medical and travel
insurance policy from us. Medical and travel
insurance to be purchased at the same time
with your full course fees.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SUPPORT
If you are new to New Zealand, we
appreciate and understand that there will
be things you want and need to know. We
have detailed information available for
international students on the international
section of our websites.
We have dedicated team to support you in
areas of accommodation information,
Pastoral Care, IT support, Academic support,
Career assistance and Counselling services.
They will be more than happy to assist you
with any queries.
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ENROLMENT PROCESS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Our international student enrolment process follows following simple steps:

STEP 1: CHOOSE YOUR QUALIFICATION OF STUDY
We offer qualifications in Animation and IT streams to choose from. Please note
that we have specific entry criteria for each qualification of study.

STEP 2: APPLY
Download the international application form from our websites to print, read it
thoroughly and complete. Ensure all documents requested are included.
Depending on the program, the application process may vary. Some
qualifications have additional admission requirements, for example, you need
to provide portfolio and be interviewed for animation stream of qualifications.

STEP 3: INTERVIEW
International students living in New Zealand are interviewed face-to-face. For
applicants living overseas, your interview will be carried out via Skype or similar.

STEP 4: OFFER OF PLACE
If your application is successful, you will receive an offer letter and invoice.
This may be on the condition that you meet specific requirements.

STEP 5: ACCEPTANCE AND PAYMENT OF FEES
In order to accept your offer of placement, you need to return your signed
offer letter and pay the tuition fees.

STEP 6: CONFIRMATION OF ENROLMENT
On meeting the conditions stated in the offer letter, a confirmation of
enrolment is sent to you along fees receipt. This will assist you to apply for
your student visa and arrive on time for the intake start date. You must ensure
that your visa remains valid throughout the duration of study.

PLEASE NOTE
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this international
prospectus at the time of going to print. However, changes, developments and alterations may
occur to qualifications, staff and services as mentioned in this prospectus.
Please refer to our websites at www.animationcollege.co.nz and www.ames.ac.nz for the most
up to date information.
Animation College and AMES reserve the right, without notice, to withdraw courses, amend fees,
vary the content and delivery of programmes etc at any time before or after the international
applicant’s admission. The Colleges are responsible for all international admissions decisions.
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New Zealand is a land of great natural
beauty, landscapes and coastlines. It offers
everything from beautiful sandy beaches,
lush green forests, volcanoes, glaciers and
ski-fields.
New Zealand offers lots to see and do. If
you are an outdoor adventures person, you
will enjoy skiing, swimming, walking, hiking
and camping, boating and fishing, whitewater rafting and bungee jumping. If you
are an indoor person, New Zealand offers a
variety of cafes, restaurants and shops.

Life in
New Zealand
New Zealand is a dynamic and diverse
multicultural country of 4.5 million people.
They welcome international visitors from all
around the world and have earned a
reputation for being both enterprising and
innovative. New Zealand (Kiwi) culture has
been largely influenced by both European
and indigenous Māori culture.
Internationally respected Surveys have
consistently ranked New Zealand as one of
the top countries in the world for quality of
living and strong as well as stable economy.

Life in New Zealand
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